Three key questions to ask customers who are
interested in CIRCADIAN LIGHTING:
1. Are the lights scientifically proven through medical research to synchronize circadian
rhythms?
2. Do the lights deliver < 2% blue energy content during the evening and nighttime hours?
3. Are the lights dynamic, i.e. do they automatically switch between blue rich daytime and
blue depleted nighttime to align with the biological clock?
TRUE CIRCADIAN LIGHTING is scientifically
proven to strengthen and synchronize our
circadian rhythms during the daytime and
remove the harmful effects of light at night.

The Right Light Stabilizes
Circadian Rhythms
Your biological clock controls hundreds
of circadian rhythms that follow predictable
24-hour patterns within our bodies.

- Prevents circadian disruption, which
optimizes human health, safety and
performance.

When circadian rhythms are disrupted,
it can negatively impact our health and
well-being:

- Blue spectrum 438-493nm in white light is
medically proven to disrupt circadian
rhythms.

• Jet lag like symptoms of malaise
and fatigue.
• Suppression of health protecting
hormones.
• Trigger carcinogenic & metabolic
processes.

- Blue content threshold must be controlled
for safety.

What’s the Cost of Providing
the Wrong Light at the Wrong Time?
Too much blue-rich light at night, Too little blue rich light during the day

Circadian Disruption and Diseases

Colon cancer
Type 2 Diabetes

Disease Severity

Heart Diseases

Glucose intolerance

Panic attack
Gut Dysbiosis
Anxiety

Childhood obesity
Fatigue

Irritability

Osteo Arthritis

Compromised fertility

- Too little blue-rich light at daytime Color
Tuning is NOT True Circadian Lighting &
not evidence supported.

Seasonal Affective Disorder

Systemic inflammation
Irregular menstrual cycle

Excessive daytime sleepiness
Fragmented sleep
Compromised learning

Mood swing

Babies and Children

Compromised immunity
ICU delirium

ASD

- Too much blue-rich light at night
suppresses melatonin and disrupts
your circadian rhythm.

Septic shock

GERD

Depression

Huntington’s

Miscarriages

Colitis

Bipolar

ADHD

NAFLD

Obesity

Mania
Impaired growth and development

Alzheimer’s

Breast cancer

There are severe consequences to human
health, safety and performance for using the
wrong light at the wrong time.

Teenagers, Young adults and Adults

Rheumatoid Arthritis
Cardiac arrhythmia
Insomnia

Insufficient sleep

Middle age and Older Adults

Adapted from Sulli et al. (2018) Trends Pharmacol. Science with permission

- Causes severe health disorders and
impaired performance.

Less than 2%
blue light content
at night
DynamicBlu™ Spectrum Control with
Zirc™ NightSafe™ and DaySync™ LEDs

Circadian Blue Levels:
Color Tuning vs Spectral Engineering
PREFERRED CCT RANGE

6000K
MAXIMIZE CIRCADIAN
STIMULATION DURING DAY

Blue-Rich
DaySync™ LED
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Blue-Depleted NightSafe™ LED

3000K
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True Circadian lighting is spectrally engineered
& evidence supported.
- UL Verified to have < 2% blue at night
insuring health, safety and performance.
- Delivers high quality light with enhanced
blue in the morning and minimal blue at
night.
Color Tuning is NOT True Circadian Lighting &
not evidence supported.
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DaySync™
delivers over 20%
blue content
during the day

5000K

6000K

- Varying color temperature lights still have
8- 10% blue content at night.

COORDINATED COLOR TEMPERATURE (CCT)

Color Tuning is an inefficient solution...and does not remove enough circadian blue light at night

A dynamic automatic controller is built in to
every TRUE CIRCADIAN LIGHT solution.
- Astronomical clock on board knows
location, time and zone of the light.
- Automatically ramps the NightSafeTM LEDs
on at biological night, i.e. when the sun sets.
- Automatically ramps the DaySyncTM LEDs
on at biological daytime, i.e. when sun rises.
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